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General in Council under the Act shall in relation     a provincial Government might very seriously affect
to transferred subjects be exercised only for the     the demands made on the military
following  purposes,'^ and  then Jollow_ some pur-         37.^ This'is the sort of way in which it was sug-
is not really necessary to employ that power, because everybody understands the position. If a strong suggestion were made to the local Government, they might write back and say they did not like it, but if the Government of India persisted they would have to do it, and they recognise that.
28. I should like to point this out to the members if the Conference. We have all got this red book* in front of us. The thing really turns on this. Rule 49 of the Devolution Rules (page 199, bottom of the page), which is headed " Limitation of control," says : " The powers of superintendence, " direction, and control over the local Government of a Governor's province vested in the Governor-
 
 35.	The    Chairman:   *      *      *      It    has    been
pointed  out  at  some of our  sittings  elsewhere   (I
remember   a   member   of   the   Central   Committee
pointing it  out)   that  if you  are  considering  the
transfer of Law and Order from a Member of the
Governor's Executive to a minister, it is material to
think out what effect that might have if,  as un
fortunately  sometimes  happens,   the forces  of law
and order require to be supplemented by the military ?
 36.	Has that got a bearing on this ?—I think it
has a very definite bearing.    After all, the military
are in this country the ceserve force for the mainten
ance of law and order, and an uncontrolled policy by
 
provinces   when they do not agree.    I can imagine	in a country like England ?—Yes.
a dispute' between two provinces as to which of the         43. That is the thing that one has to consider ?—
two  police forces was really to  blame because of	Yes.
some trouble on the border between them.    That	*********
nerformance of any powers and duties possessed you, Mr. Haig, how far the genera! powers of the
" bv or imposed on the Governor-General in Council Governor-General in Council set out in section 59,
" under 'or in connection with, or for the purposes of taking over, where necessary, the administration
" of " one or two sections of the Act. Those would of any part of India, would override any limitations
not have anv special application here, would they ? in case there were transfer of Law and Order to a
—I do not Slink so, except that I think that last responsible minister. That would still remain, of
ause £s reference to the services.	course ?-Yes. I suppose that section could be used
for superseding the administration ? I think it probably refers only to outlying districts. I imagine that, is its intention.— (Mr. Dunnett) : The sort of case to which this applies is such as the creation of this new province here, the new province of Delhi.
direction, and control exercised over" that subject by the Central Government are very substantially relaxed : is not that so ?—Yes.
The Chairman : My colleagues will remember the reference in the Rule to the powers of the Governor-General under the Act is a reference to section 33, which is printed on page 67.
Lord Burnham : It is on page 86 of the Government of India Memorandum.t Page 86 deals with the relations with provincial governments.
29 The Chairman : It looks as though this was the result, unless the Devolution Rules were recast: that if you were to transfer Law and Order in a province to ministerial control, then, except for the particular purposes mentioned in Devolution Rale 49, the superintendence, direction, and control of the Governor-General over the subject would cease ?— Under the existing Devolution Rules, yes.
30. It is perhaps convenient to mention (I dare say my colleagues see it) what the exceptional cases are in which, under the Rule, there may still be superintendence, direction, and control from the centre, notwithstanding that the subject is transferred. They are " (1) to safeguard the admimstra-" tion of centra,}, subjects." To give an example, supposing the railways were so badly guarded that serious riots were likely to break them up, then apparently, the Central Government would still, under that, be entitled to superintend, direct and control the police force, even though it was transferred ?—Yes.
31. That would be an example, would not it ?— 1 think'so.
•would be an instance ?—Yes.
33. Or  " (3) to safeguard the due exercise and
-J     j-il—	f^oa^A
2. Secondly, to decide cases arising between two
clause     s reference to the services.
34   St selms to be the interesting point, then,
from the point of view of the Central Government,
vS* the observation vou made just now was
ded tc call ^ofr^ttention toThis, that if there is
aea «> cau uu	it might
of Devo
fi
*? J    I wanted to empliasise that point ^contemplate a system under "form of tLprovincial .  Central  G^™*
 " very difficult to secure without friction the co-operation, in case of need, between the police and the military."—Yes, that is so, sir.
 38.	Because the Army is a central subject, and its
organisation   and   distribution,   therefore,   can   be
controlled by the centre;   an4 as long as the Police
is a reserved subject in the province, the power of
the  centre  to   superintend,   direct   or   control   the
police in case of need enables the two forces to be
co-ordinated ?—That is perfectly true.
 39.	That is the sort of way in which the question,
was put.    I think it was carried a little further by
one or two questions;  it was Suggested that, suppos
ing the police force in a particular province became
inefficient, or supposing that the legislature in the
province was rather disposed to take the view that
money ought to be saved on that force, there might
perhaps arise a situation where the military arm was
called upon sooner than it ought to be ?—That is
very possible.
45. Lord Burnham :   I should like to know from
 40.	I am not making any criticism myself ;   I am
merely trying to summarise the sort of difficulty that
might arise.—That is  the  sort of  problem  which
would undoubtedly arise, I think.
 41.	What strikes me about it, and what probably
strikes all my British colleagues, is this.    India is
a country in which the army is not only here for
purposes of external defence, but is-in fact a potential
reserve that in extreme cases may be useful for the
purpose of restoring order, or preventing outbreaks
of an extensive kind ?—Yes.
 42.	And therefore the relation between the police
arm and the military arm may perhaps be more
intimate in a country like India than it is, for example.
46 toi Jtanrt., : .Well, it s - any part oi " British India." • 1 have no doubt you are right ; I am only seeking light.— (Mr. Hatg) : I do not think it is tended lor *at purpose. That is my ua-
of course. 1 take that . being aa answer.
 
—	, T«>ua  am-
* The Government of India Act.
 there would be at present no power, except for the
reasons specified, in the Governor-General in Council
*	f

